KABLOONA
is reason enough. In a moment they have lashed their sled, they
are off in a blizzard; they travel ten days, fishing and hunting
on the way to keep themselves alive; and on the evening of the
tenth day, when night has long since fallen and the Post Man-
ager is huddling by the stove and thinking 'what filthy weather!'
they pull in with a great barking of dogs and swishing of whips,
having pushed the loaded sled desperately with all their strength
up the slope of the ridge upon which the Post is built. Snorting
and puffing in the darkness, they shuffle into the Post and sit
down in the outer room reserved for them.
The Post Manager, torn from his musings or his magazine,
goes out to speak to them.
'Have you brought many foxes?3 he asks the head of the family.
*No fox,9 the Eskimo answers.
'And what have you come for?5
'Pollak-pak-tunga,* says the Eskimo with a wide grin. (I am
visiting.)
Of course they will have said to themselves that there will be
other Eskimos round the Post; and the prospect of a feast in
another man's igloo will have been enough to persuade them to
drop what they were doing— fishing or trapping— and be off
instantly in obedience to this strongest impulse in their existence
— visiting. Let the fox be as plentiful as it may, let the fish run
as never river has seen fish run; once the idea of visiting has
entered the Eskimo consciousness, nothing can displace it. And
great as the adventure is for those who visit, it is no less an event
for the visited. In summer the newcomer plants his tent, in
winter he builds his igloo; and in the morning, when the Post
Manager looks out, the lonely shack has become a camp, the
sole igloo has been surrounded by three more of these white"
mushrooms; and the trotting between tent and tent, between
igloo and igloo, the feasting here or there, is one of the very deep
sources of Eskimo joy.
*
In May or June, when, though winter is not over and the sea
is still frozen solid, the air is clear and one can see for miles, the
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